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Everything has its advantages and disadvantages. Since the time mail bride commenced working, people embraced the thinking whole issue of
struggling to look out for a woman was solved. A time came when people started mistreating these women, and this brought a great impact on the
whole issue. There are negatives of mail bride depending on the people involved. First there is a false representation. It is where mail order brides have
to depend on the agencies that recruited them as they gave them to high potential husbands. It is not what happens because the marriage brokers do
not screen the male clients. It may lead to violent marriages and break the marriage bond.
Abuses that One May Encounter When Dealing with Mail Order Brides
There is also the abuse of spouses. It mostly affects the woman or the bride in that case as they are most of the time brutalized. There is abuse, sexual
slavery and this might end with their male spouse murdering them. The above addressed effect mostly happens because the bride doesn’t get a chance
to know the male spouse well. Lack of sound decision still is a great contributor to order bride abuse as the female spouse doesn’t have enough time to
know the male spouse well and make a good decision. Scams are the other negative effects of order bride. It usually happens when a faithful male
client tends to be faithful to the people he is in contact with about getting a bride. The situation tends to happen mostly when the marriage brokers
involve money in the issue and if they know how to get you well. It results to theft as the scammer’s takes money and never responds anymore.
Mail Order Brides – Treated Differently by Different States
Some countries still have been unable to withstand the mail order bride business due to cultural attitudes over the issue. It has long been a problem
for the marriage brokers as the operations are not fully welcome in the state in which they tend to start a business. Most countries have banned the
operation as they fear the abuse of their citizens in other states. All they want is safety for their citizens. Lack of trust among the brides and the clients
is another issue that has brought down this issue of order mail business. Most ladies tend to mistrust the marriage brokers as they think they will get
into slavery and other forms of abuse. Mail order business has been largely affected by many other factors which make it not to succeed. Anticipation,
on the other hand, may also be a contributing factor to the growing number of order brides. It happens where the client finds that the bride taken for
him was not what he expected, and this might lead to hatred from the male client. As a result, lack of commitment and brutality emerges making the
whole marriage nasty.
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